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- Much of human knowledge about culture and heritage has been shared, explored, and preserved 
for nearly centuries through translation.

- The art of translating texts itself is often heavily influenced by the translator’s culture and identity 
as well as by specific historical, geopolitical, and sociocultural factors. 

TL-Explorer is created as a tool to explore human nuances as they are reflected in translated 
literature and is designed to provide users with a feeling of continuity as they explore translated 
texts. It starts from a broad starting point and zooms into geographic regions, individual editions or 
translations in that region, and specific chapters and paragraphs within the selected literature. 

TL-Explorer is comprised of two parts: the World Map, a Geographic Information System (GIS), and a 
Translation Dashboard, generated through NLP techniques.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The World Map provides a geographic display of collected translation information and is separated 
into three maps: the Home Map, Time Map, and the Heat Map.

Fig. 1: Home Map (top), Time Map (bottom left), and Heat Map (bottom right).

Time Map
The Time Map documents in chronological order developments of the literature of interest. The 
year is controlled by a scroll-bar below the map. As the years progress, nodes appear and 
accumulate.

Heat Map
The Heat Map displays translation count for each country and provides insight on which areas are 
more frequently represented. It is aggregated using the data at a certain time, and changes as more 
data is added, such as a new translation or language.

Crowdsourcing for Data Curation
The TL-Explorer has a form for submissions with information pertaining to individual translations.

The Translation Dashboard is designed as an adjunctive tool for researchers in translation studies 
grounded in the comparative literature tradition. It provides a reading environment that could display 
the visualizations and text in parallel in order to allow scholars to easily see patterns of structural 
divergence between the source text and translations at the paragraph level.

Paragraph Count Analysis
After selecting a specific node on the World Map, the default view of the Translation Dashboard 
displays a per-chapter paragraph count, based on newlines and white space in that source text. The 
deviation in paragraph count between a source text and its translation is reflected in the color 
variation in the Heat Map within the table (see Figure 3, center image). 

Paragraph Alignment
When the user selects an individual chapter in the text, they can view a display that presents both 
the original English chapter and the chapter in the translation. The tool displays the two parallel to 
each other to allow for easy comparison.

We divided chapters into 3 major categories based on the differences in their paragraph counts com-
pared to the original English version: 
I. exact-match chapters: paragraphs translated one to one and no further paragraph alignment 

methods are needed
II. large-difference cases: caused by different ways of splitting quotations, so we provide a text pre-

processing option before paragraph alignment when long quotations have been found under 
large-difference cases

I. This pre-processing option splits quotations into paragraphs according to the same standard 
in all translations. 

III. small-difference cases: applied the Gale-Church algorithm (Gale and Church, 1993) treating 
paragraphs as sentences to feed them into this sentence alignment algorithm
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Home Map
The Home Map provides a global view of all the gathered texts, where each node represents one 
edition or translation placed at the location of publication and clustered when geographically 
close to each other.

TRANSLATION DASHBOARD

Fig. 2: Snippets of the Translation Information Contribution Form

Fig. 3: Translation Dashboard, example with a Basque translation

Fig. 4: Pie chart for the chapter type distribution of a Basque translation compared with the chapters of the original English version,
indicating difference In the number of paragraphs between the two texts.


